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Abstract. It is now widely recognized that the development of a predictive modeling capability for ITER and
beyond requires the validation of transport codes against experimental measurements at multiple levels.
Towards this end, the first direct comparisons of drift-wave turbulence amplitudes, power spectra, and
correlation lengths predicted by the gyrokinetic code GYRO against experimental observations are presented.
Both local and non-local fixed-gradient simulations are used in this study, while the experimental measurements
were obtained in a series of repeatable, steady low-power L-mode discharges. Spatially localized measurements
of density fluctuations were obtained via beam emission spectroscopy, and similarly localized measurements of
electron temperature fluctuations were obtained via a newly implemented correlation electron cyclotron
emission diagnostic on DIII-D. The development and use of synthetic diagnostics to conduct accurate
comparisons between experiment and simulation is described in detail. Using these newly implemented
synthetic diagnostics with local, fixed-gradient simulations, good agreement between GYRO and experiment is
found for fluctuation amplitudes, power spectra, and correlation lengths at normalized toroidal flux  = 0.5, in
addition to close agreement with energy flows calculated via the ONETWO code. At  = 0.75, flows and
fluctuation levels are under predicted by a factor of 7 and 3, respectively, but very good agreement in correlation
functions and power spectra "shapes" is still found. To address the issue of profile stiffness, comparisons using
results from the new TGLF and TGYRO codes are presented.

1. Introduction
In the absence of large-scale magnetohydrodynamic instabilities, the performance of current
magnetic confinement based fusion energy experiments is generally limited by the turbulent
transport of particles and energy. It is now generally accepted that this turbulence consists of
a broad spectrum of small-scale (i.e. with radial correlation lengths lr much smaller than the
minor radius a of the device) drift-waves driven by the inherent free energy gradients of the
confined plasma [1]. Furthermore, it is expected that this drift-wave turbulence will remain a
limiting factor for ITER and other future burning plasma devices. Therefore, one must use
validated first-principles based models of this turbulence in order to predict the performance
of ITER with confidence. Validation is the process by which it is determined that a given
computational (or analytic) model accurately represents the stipulated physical processes of
interest [2]. This process is separate from verification, which assesses whether a given
numerical algorithm yields a sufficiently accurate solution of the model of interest, without
reference to the adequacy of that model in representing the physical processes of interest. A
key component of the validation process is testing the model in question at multiple levels in
a “primacy hierarchy,” which ranks different comparisons between model and experiment
based upon how many measured or modeled quantities must be integrated into the comparison of interest. From this perspective, comparisons of turbulent particle and energy flows
predicted by a given turbulence model against the “experimental” values (which are in reality
themselves determined via a power balance analysis that uses a combination of experimental
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measurements and computed source models) are the least fundamental, and thus least stringent, comparisons. More fundamental would be comparisons of predictions of various characteristics of individual fluctuation fields, such as amplitudes, correlation lengths, and crossphases between different fields. The most fundamental comparisons would be of bispectral
quantities, which directly quantify the underlying nonlinear couplings and interactions of the
turbulence.
Recent advances in experimental diagnostics, nonlinear turbulence simulations, and computational power have opened the door to a new level of turbulence model validation. For
instance, new and upgraded fluctuation diagnostics on the DIII-D tokamak [3] are now available which allow highly detailed tests of code predictions in the core region (roughly defined
as <0.8, where  is the normalized toroidal flux), where the underlying gyrokinetic model
implemented in the turbulence simulations is believed to be fully valid. Equally important are
high-accuracy measurements of the equilibrium plasma profiles, especially of the ion temperature and radial electric field. Concurrent with these experimental advances has been significant maturation of the leading gyrokinetic turbulence codes to include a comprehensive
set of physics, and increases in available computing power which allow the use of these
mature codes with realistic physical parameters. Taking advantage of these advances, we
have recently performed an extensive validation study using the GYRO code [4], examining
its ability to simultaneously predict turbulent energy flows, fluctuation spectra, and correlation lengths in a basic L-mode plasma. In order to carry out sufficiently accurate comparisons
of simulated and measured fluctuation characteristics, we have developed a set of synthetic
diagnostic [5–7] post-processing tools, which allows us to account for the specific frequency
and wavenumber sensitivities of each diagnostic. We have also begun to develop and test a
new fixed-flow approach [8] (as opposed to the tradition fixed-gradient method), in order to
address the tendency of “stiff” plasma transport [9] to greatly magnify uncertainties in the
experimental profiles and their gradients.
2. Experimental Summary
In order to minimize uncertainties in the experimental data, a series of repeated stationary
L-mode DIII-D discharges (shot numbers 128913-128915) were selected. The discharges are
documented in detail in White et al. [10]. For this study, all experimental data is averaged
over 400 ms during which there is no evidence of any MHD activity (e.g. sawtooth
oscillations, tearing modes, ELMs, etc.). The plasma configuration was an upper single-null
shape, the toroidal field B = 2.1 T, plasma current Ip = 1 MA, and line average electron
density n e was 2.31013 cm-3. A single co-injected neutral beam source was used to apply
2.5 MW of heating; no electron cyclotron heating was used. Density fluctuations were
measured via beam emission spectroscopy (BES) [11], and electron temperature fluctuations
via correlation electron cyclotron emission (CECE) radiometry [10]. Each diagnostic yields
spatially localized measurements of long-wavelength ( k < 2  4 cm-1, corresponding to k  s
< 0.3 – 0.6 at normalized toroidal flux =0.5) fluctuations, and can be scanned radially on a
shot-to-shot basis, yielding profiles of fluctuation characteristics through repeated discharges.
The BES system consists of a 5  6 array of channels in the (R, Z) plane which allows
measurement of density correlation functions, whereas the initial implementation of the
CECE diagnostic on these experiments consists of only two channels which must be crosscorrelated to yield a single point measurement of the local electron temperature fluctuation
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spectrum. A power balance analysis of the experiment was performed with the ONETWO
code [12] to predict ion and electron energy flows (specified in MW, and denoting the total
amount of energy flowing across a given magnetic flux surface) for comparison with the
GYRO results. We use flows rather than fluxes or diffusivities in these comparisons to
eliminate any uncertainties from definitions (e.g. we do not break the flows up into
convective and conductive components), or from uncertainties in the profile gradients. We
also do not call the ONETWO results the “experimental” flows as is often done, to emphasize
that these flows are not measured but rather are the output of a set of complex computational
models with their own inherent assumptions and uncertainties. In these shots the magnitude
of the wall recycling particle source is essentially unknown and so an accurate experimental
value for the particle flow cannot be obtained. We therefore do not attempt to compare the
GYRO-predicted particle flow against the ONETWO prediction.
The turbulence in this discharge was modeled with the gyrokinetic initial value code
GYRO [4]. GYRO is a massively parallel nonlinear Eulerian f code that solves the coupled
gyrokinetic-Maxwell equations. It is the most physically comprehensive code of its sort in
use, allowing for an arbitrary number of kinetic ion species, implements a realistic magnetic
geometry via a generalized Miller model [13], accepts experimentally measured
v equilibrium
v
profiles as inputs (including a self-consistent description of the equilibrium E  B velocity
shear), and includes pitch-angle scattering of electrons and ions. The code can be operated in
either a global or local (the *  0 limit of the gyrokinetic equation) mode; both approaches
were used in this work.
Comparisons of energy flows predicted by a set of local nonlinear GYRO simulations and
the values predicted by the power balance analysis are shown in Table I. Each of the simulations used 16 toroidal modes n with a spacing n between 2 and 12 (i.e. n l = ln , 0  l  15 ),
selected such that the range in normalized binormal wavenumber kys was between 0 and 1
(where ky = nq r , r is the midplane minor radius, q = rB RB , s = cs ci , and cs =
Te M i ). All simulations were electromagnetic, used a realistic mass ratio M i me = 60 ,
and included electron collisions. Further details of the simulations can be found in Ref. 7. As
can be seen from Table I, the level of agreement obtained between simulation and experiment
varies significantly, although we emphasize that this comparison does not accurately account
for stiffness of the transport, which significantly magnifies the experimental profile gradient
uncertainties. The most important features of the data shown in Table I are the quite good
level of agreement at =0.5, and the systematic decrease in GYRO predictions of the energy
flows at larger radii, which is opposite the trend seen in the ONETWO flows. For comparison
with these results, we note that the GYRO simulations discussed in Ref. [9] of a different
2.1 T L-mode discharge predict energy flows within experimental profile uncertainties which
are in agreement with the corresponding power balance analysis over the range  = 0.3–0.8.
Analysis of other discharges is underway to assess how robust the under prediction of energy
flows at larger radii is across varying plasma conditions. The uncertainties quoted for
simulation results are the standard deviations  of the box-averaged flows, where
2
 2 = (Q  Q ) and the overbar denotes a time average. Note that the standard deviation
quantifies the physically meaningful variability of the turbulent system as well as statistical
sampling uncertainties. We use it here because in the absence of a generally accepted
definition for the number of “turbulent realizations” N contained in the simulation, it
represents an upper bound on the statistical uncertainty which would be given by  N .
The issue of experimental profile and power balance uncertainties is addressed in greater
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detail in Sec. 4. However, one can make a simple attempt to quantify the impact of profile
uncertainties by performing additional simulations in which one or more of the profiles have
been artificially varied
v v (usually within experimental uncertainties). For instance, increasing
the equilibrium E  B shear rate at =0.5 by 20% yields Qi = 0.98±0.16 MW and vQe =
v
0.86±0.12 MW, even closer to the experimental values. Conversely, decreasing the E  B
shear rate by 20% at =0.75 yields Qi = 0.22±0.031 MW and Qe = 0.23±0.026 MW, still
significantly smaller than the experimental values.
TABLE I. Local GYRO Simulation and ONETWO Predictions of Qi and Qe.
=0.21
0.30
0.00
0.15
0.00

ONETWO Qi (MW)
GYRO Qi (MW)
ONETWO Qe (MW)
GYRO Qe (MW)

=0.35
0.65
1.0±0.10
0.40
0.71±0.071

=0.51
0.93
1.1±0.17
0.74
0.97±0.14

=0.64
1.1
0.48±0.068
1.00
0.46±0.060

=0.75
1.1
0.16±0.30
1.30
0.17±0.023

3. Implementation and Application of Synthetic Diagnostics
In order to move beyond the comparisons of energy flows to a more fundamental level of
validation, it is necessary to compare predictions of individual fluctuation field characteristics
such as amplitudes, correlation lengths, cross-phases etc. against experimental measurements.
In order to make sure comparisons are as accurate as possible, one must use synthetic
diagnostics which model what the physical diagnostics in question would have measured, if
they had observed the turbulent fields predicted by the simulation. Towards this end, we have
developed synthetic BES and CECE diagnostics that can be used to post-process GYRO
results. Their implementation is described in greater detail in Ref. [7]. These synthetic
diagnostics consist of first applying a mode-number dependent phase shift to translate the
GYRO output from a reference frame co-rotating with a particular reference flux surface to
the lab reference frame of the diagnostics, and then convolving the relevant lab-frame GYRO
fluctuation field with a point spread function (PSF) that models the small but finite volume in
physical space over which a given diagnostic channel collects information from.
Mathematically, this procedure can be expressed as:
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Here Xˆ l ( r,,t ) are the complex plasma-frame toroidal mode amplitudes output by GYRO,
 0 is the reference toroidal angle at which the comparison is carried out,  (r, ) is the phase
eikonal (approximately equal to q in sˆ   geometry),  0 = qcE r /rB is the equilibrium
rotation frequency, ( r,) = [ R( r,)  R0 ,Z ( r,)  Z 0 ] is the relevant PSF for a diagnostic
channel centered at (R0, Z0), and X syn is the generated synthetic timetrace. This procedure is
applied to the simulation at each timepoint of interest (all simulation data is saved every a/cs,
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equivalent to 2–4 ms of physical time), yielding a set of synthetic timetraces which can then
be analyzed in the same way as the experimental data. The actual code implementation also
records the “unfiltered” signal X LF ( r0 ,0 , 0 ,t ) which allows us to quantify the effect of
the PSFs. Note that generally a temporal interpolation is applied to the plasma frame data
before applying these two transformations, in order to prevent aliasing of the lab-frame
spectra from occurring.
We have applied these synthetic diagnostics to the simulations at =0.5 and 0.75, in order
to test the GYRO fluctuation predictions, both when the energy flows are well-matched, and
when they are not. Contours of the BES and CECE PSFs overlaid on the relevant fluctuation
fields are shown in Ref. [7]. In both cases we find that while both PSFs have characteristic
sizes comparable to the turbulent eddies, they are also both large enough to significantly
attenuate larger wavenumbers. This effect can be seen in Fig. 1, which compares lab-frame
power spectra calculated from the unfiltered timetraces (black), the synthetic data (red), and
the experimental measurements (blue). All spectra shown are cross-spectra S ( f ) =
X1* ( f )X 2 ( f ) , calculated between poloidally adjacent BES channels and radially adjacent
CECE channels. At =0.5, we observe excellent agreement between the synthetic and
experimental BES spectra in both shape and magnitude, and fairly good agreement in the
CECE spectra as well. We can quantify the agreement in magnitude by integrating the spectra
over the range for 40–400 kHz (set by diagnostic limitations) and defining the root mean
400 dfS( f ) , the results of which are shown in Table II. At
square amplitude as X RMS =  40
=0.75 we observe significant under predictions of the fluctuation amplitudes. Interestingly,
the magnitude of this under prediction is consistent with the under prediction of the flows, as
one generally observes turbulent transport to generically scale with fluctuation amplitude
squared. Thus, one would expect the under prediction of the flows by a factor of 7 to lead to
an under prediction of fluctuation amplitudes by a factor 7 = 2.64 , close to the observed
factor of 3. An even more interesting result can be found by rescaling the fluctuation spectra
at =0.75 to contain the same amount of power in the 40–400 kHz region as the experimental
spectra [shown in purple in Fig. 1(c,d)]. With this rescaling, we observe a remarkable level of
agreement between the renormalized synthetic and experimental BES spectra, and between
the synthetic and experimental CECE spectra at higher frequency. The source of the
mismatch in CECE spectral shapes below 40 kHz remains under investigation. Noting that
the mean plasma rotation leads to a significant Doppler shift, one can closely correlate labframe frequency with poloidal wavenumber. Therefore, this agreement in spectral shapes
should also manifest as good agreement in poloidal correlation function.
Radial and vertical (approximately poloidal) density correlation functions calculated
using the simulated and experimental BES data are shown in Fig. 2. As with the spectra, the
unfiltered correlation functions are shown in black, the synthetic results in red, and
experimental results in blue. Uncertainties are calculated by dividing the array into an
“ensemble” of six rows or five columns as appropriate, averaging the results for mean values,
and using standard deviations for the uncertainties. Solid curves are fits to the data, using
2
either a Gaussian of the form exp (R L R )
for the radial correlations, or
2
cos(2 k0 Z )  exp (Z LZ ) for the vertical correlation functions. As expected from the
renormalized spectra comparison, we observe relatively good agreement in the vertical
correlation function at =0.75 [Fig. 2(d)]. The other striking features are the impact of the
PSFs on the radial correlation functions (evidenced by the differences in the black and red
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FIG. 1. Lab-frame cross-spectra of ne (a,c) and Te (b,d) from local GYRO simulations of =0.5
(a,b) and =0.75 (c,d). Spectra calculated from the unfiltered GYRO data are shown in black, from
the synthetic BES data in red, and from the experimental data in blue.

TABLE II. Comparison of GYRO-predicted and Experimental RMS Fluctuation Amplitudes.

=0.50
=0.75

Unfiltered
Synthetic
RMS n
RMS n
0.90±1.5  10-2 0.55±7.7  10-3
0.69±1.9  10-2 0.33±6.9  10-3

Experimental
RMS n
0.56±0.11
1.10±0.22

Unfiltered
RMS Te
1.1±5.7  10-2
1.9±7.7  10-2

Synthetic
RMS Te
0.66±2.4  10-2
0.5±1.9  10-2

Experimental
RMS Te
0.46±0.22
1.60±0.24

FIG. 2. Radial (a,c) and vertical (b,d) density correlation functions from local GYRO simulations of
=0.5 (a,b) and =0.75 (c,d). Correlation functions calculated from the unfiltered GYRO data are
shown in black, from the synthetic BES data in red, and from the experimental data in blue. The solid
curves are Gaussian fits to the data (with an additional mean wavenumber allowed for in the vertical
correlation functions).

curves, Fig. 3(a,b)], and by the overall level of agreement between the synthetic and
experimental results at both locations and in both directions. Combined with the comparisons
of fluctuation amplitude and frequency power spectra shape, we can state that GYRO appears
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to accurately reproduce the measured fluctuation characteristics at =0.5 as well as the
energy flows, while at =0.75 it appears to reproduce the spatial structure of the turbulence
correctly even though it significantly under predicts the fluctuation and energy flow levels.
The reason for this under prediction remains unclear, and will be the subject of future work.
Some possible explanations are discussed in Ref. [7].
4. Fixed-Flux Simulation Results
It is well known that the turbulent transport associated with drift-waves is “stiff,” such that
small changes in the local free energy gradients can yield large changes in the flows [9].
Although one can generally find good fits to sets of point measurements of equilibrium
profiles via splining, the resulting curves are not unique, and so there are significant
systematic uncertainties in such fits, even when statistical uncertainties have been minimized.
Because these systematic profile uncertainties translate into even larger uncertainties in the
flows predicted by traditional fixed-gradient simulations such as those described above, the
validation value of such simulations is distinctly limited. One way in which this issue can be
addressed is to take the next step in predictive transport modeling and use fixed-flow
simulations, in which a “transport driver” code adjusts the background plasma profiles until
the flows predicted by the simulation match the flows predicted by power balance analysis of
the particle and heating sources.
Our first effort in this direction was to use the quasilinear TGLF model [14,15] to predict
equilibrium Ti and Te profiles necessary to match the ONETWO power balance analysis,
shown in blue in Fig. 3(a,b) (the density profile was held constant). We then performed a
global fixed-gradient GYRO simulation using these TGLF-predicted profiles, shown in blue
in Fig. 3(c,d). These results should be contrasted with the results of a global GYRO
simulation that uses the same spline-fitted equilibrium profiles as the ONETWO analysis (all

FIG. 3. Equilibrium Ti (a) and Te (b) profiles calculated as spline fits (purple) to the measured data
(black), as well as the TGLF flow-matching profiles (blue) and TGYRO adjustments to those profiles
(red). The corresponding energy flows are shown in (c) and (d). ONETWO calculations using the
spline fits are shown in black, GYRO results using the spline fits in purple (global results as solid
lines, and local results as individual points), GYRO results using the TGLF profiles in blue, and
TGYRO results starting from the TGLF profiles in red.
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shown in purple in Fig. 3). We also plot the local GYRO simulations discussed in Sec. 2 and
3 as individual purple points, demonstrating good agreement at all locations between the
global and local results. Turning back to the TGLF results, the main conclusion which can be
drawn is that significantly improved agreement in the energy flows can be achieved by
increasing the magnitude of Ti and Te inside the TGLF pivot point at =0.85, particularly Te.
The magnitude of this increase is large enough to likely be outside what would be considered
a good fit to the data. How best to quantify this disagreement relative to the disagreement in
flows obtain by the initial fixed-gradient simulations remains an open question.
We can improve the agreement in fluxes even further by using the TGLF-predicted
profiles as inputs to the TGYRO code [8], which adjusts the local Ti and Te scale lengths at
each radial location in the GYRO simulation based upon the mismatch between the power
balance and GYRO energy flows. These results are shown in red in Fig. 3, and are the most
clear exhibition of profile stiffness. By making small changes to the temperature profiles
(such that the blue TGLF and red TGYRO profiles are essentially indistinguishable), one is
able to obtain a near-exact match to the ONETWO results. Conversely, initial attempts in
using TGYRO with the spline-fit profiles have not yielded a steady solution, with significant
changes being made to the profiles at large , while still under predicting the ONETWO
analysis by up to a factor of two.
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